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Ascending the locks
If no lock keeper is on duty please follow 
these operational instructions carefully. 
A sign will be shown if the lock keeper is not on duty.

Always open the           

Remember:

RRED

WHITE W   paddle
followed by the 

paddle 
C

Once you have entered the 
lock and closed gates and 
paddles, lift the first red paddle 
and then the first white paddle.

R W

1 2

D
Once both locks are equal, 
open gates and proceed to 
the next lock. Close the 
paddles and gates behind you. R W

1 2

G

When the water is equal 
open gates to Lock 12 
and close white paddle.
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Close the red 
paddle of Lock 13.

R
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Go straight into Lock 12, 
closing the gates of Lock 
12 and 13 behind you.

J
Lift the next red 
paddle and then the 
next white paddle. R W

1 2

M
Once Lock 8 is full, 
open the gate and 

leave the lock. Close 
the gate and paddles.

F
Once in Lock 13, fill the lock 
using the red paddle only. 
When Lock 13 is full, walk up 
the hill to Lock 12 and lift 
the white paddle.
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Lock 13 Lock 12
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Empty the bottom 
lock (Lock 17) using 
the two gate paddles.

G G

Please take note: 
These locks have lock operating hours, please refer to 
signage for timings. Outside of these times no passage 
is permitted through the locks. Please book in with the 
lock keeper giving them the name of your boat and 
follow their instructions.   

When operating any of the paddles please ensure to lift 
and lower slowly and ensure the safety catch is in place 
when lifting. Only operate paddles if corresponding 
gates and paddles are fully closed, with no boats in the 
next lock. Closing all gates and paddles behind you. 

Please scan this QR code or take a photograph 
of this sign, so that you can follow the guidance 
whilst travelling through the lock flight. 

Repeat points       and     
for locks 16, 15, 14 and 13.
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Repeat points       and     
for locks 11, 10, 9 and 8.
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Once in Lock 8 use 
the black paddle to 

fill the lock.
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Illustration will be 
updated to correct 

paddle winder visual. 
This one is taken from 
the Boater’s Handbook 

and is just a placeholder 
for now until the new 

illustration is created in 
this same style. This pink 
note is just to make you 
aware this is our plan.

Before you begin: 
Check the flight for other boats, 
consulting with any boaters in the flight.

Check the water levels in the side 
ponds, ensuring they will not flood 
and that there's sufficient water levels 
in them for your journey. 
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Ascending the locks
If no lock keeper is on duty please follow 
these operational instructions carefully. 
A sign will be shown if the lock keeper is not on duty.

Always open the           

Remember:

RRED

WHITE W   paddle
followed by the 

paddle 

Please take note: 
These locks have lock operating hours, please refer to 
signage for timings. Outside of these times no passage 
is permitted through the locks. Please book in with the 
lock keeper giving them the name of your boat and 
follow their instructions.   

When operating any of the paddles please ensure to lift 
and lower slowly and ensure the safety catch is in place 
when lifting. Only operate paddles if corresponding 
gates and paddles are fully closed, with no boats in the 
next lock. Closing all gates and paddles behind you. 

Please scan this QR code or take a photograph 
of this sign, so that you can follow the guidance 
whilst travelling through the lock flight. 
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Before you begin: 
Check the flight for other boats, 
consulting with any boaters in the flight.

Check the water levels in the side 
ponds, ensuring they will not flood 
and that there's sufficient water levels 
in them for your journey. 
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Illustration will be 
updated to correct 

paddle winder visual. 
This one is taken from 
the Boater’s Handbook 

and is just a placeholder 
for now until the new 

illustration is created in 
this same style. This pink 
note is just to make you 
aware this is our plan.

Once you have entered the 
lock and closed gates and 
paddles, lift the first red paddle 
and then the first white paddle.

R W

1 2

Once both locks are equal, 
open gates and proceed to 
the next lock. Close the 
paddles and gates behind you.

R W

1 2

When the water is equal 
open gates to Lock 12 
and close white paddle.

W

Close the red paddle of Lock 13, 
then go straight into Lock 12, 
closing the gates of Lock 12 
and 13 behind you. 

R

Lift the next red paddle and 
then the next white paddle. R W

1 2

Once Lock 8 is full, open 
the gate and leave the lock. 
Close the gate and paddles.
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Once in Lock 13, fill the lock 
using the red paddle only. When 
lock 13 is full, walk up the hill to 
Lock 12 and lift the white paddle.
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Lock 13 Lock 12

Empty the bottom lock (Lock 17) 
using the two gate paddles. G G

Repeat points       and     
for locks 16, 15, 14 and 13.
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Repeat points       and     
for locks 11, 10, 9 and 8.
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Once in Lock 8 use the 
black paddle to fill the lock. B
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